All biological populations are to a greater or lesser degree evolvable, but the forces that shape 32 evolvability, especially the evolution of evolvability as an adaptive response to a changing 33 environment, have been a source of controversy. One source of enhanced evolvability is the 34 benign status of "cryptic sequences" typically expressed at low levels due to molecular errors, 35 but with the potential to be expressed more fully following mutational co-option. A genome 36 enriched for benign cryptic sequences has a more benign mutational neighborhood, via the 37 possibility of co-option, and thus enhanced evolvability. Whether selection for evolvability itself 38 can be the cause of a more benign mutational neighborhood remains an open question. Here, we 39 show that environmental change can cause the evolution of increased evolvability, despite our 40 use of a strong-selection weak mutation regime that precludes, by design, the adaptive evolution 41 of evolvability. Instead, enhanced evolvability arises as a byproduct of environmental change via 42 a novel mechanism that we call "emergent evolutionary capacitance". When the environment 43 changes, increased molecular error rates evolve as a strategy to rapidly change phenotypes, with 44 the side effect of purging deleterious cryptic sequences and enhancing the mutational 45 neighborhood for future adaptation. The behavior is strikingly similar to that seen in a model 46 system for capacitance, the yeast prion [PSI+]. 47 50 Evolvability 51
, and invasion fitness in a number of contexts, including adaptive 136 dynamics, when the focus is on the rate of short-term increase from rarity (Metz et al. 1992 ; 137 Champagnat et al. 2006 ; Lehmann et al. 2016) . In a well-mixed and deterministic population, 138 lineage fitness is given by the dominant Lyapunov exponent of a matrix describing changes in 139 both the population and the environment (Metz et al. 1992 ; Kussell et al. 2005) . 140 Continuing our example of the evolution of mutation rates, high mutation rates are 141 approximately neutral to an individual. However, high mutation rates increase the likelihood of a 142 highly beneficial mutation later occurring in the mutator lineage. This highly beneficial mutation 143 will, over multiple generations, increase lineage size and may cause the mutator lineage to fix. 144 Thus, when determining the fate a mutator allele, one must take into account the not only the 145 direct effects of the allele, but also the way in which it might, in the future, change the fitness of 146 the genetic background that the allele is likely to be in. For an allele bestowing high mutation 147 rates to be favored by selection, three events must occur. First, a mutator allele arises in the 148 population ( Figure 1C , generation one). This high mutation rate allele is not directly adaptive, 149 and must therefore persist due to drift. Then a second, directly adaptive allele arises in an 150 individual with the mutator allele ( Figure 1C , generation five). Finally, linkage disequilibrium 151 between the adaptive allele and mutator allele causes the mutation rate allele to sweep to fixation 152 ( Figure 1C , generation ten). While the mutator allele does not intrinsically increase fitness in the 153 individual possessing it, it does increase the overall fitness of the lineage through increased 154 evolvability. 155 Note that fixation of an evolvability-enhancing allele due to drift ( Figure 1A ), or as a 156 byproduct ( Figure 1B) , can occur in a scenario with only one polymorphic locus. This is not true evolvability locus is still polymorphic, so two simultaneous polymorphisms are required for the 159 adaptive evolution of evolvability. Thus, by conducting evolutionary simulations in which the 160 possibility of multiple simultaneous polymorphisms is prohibited by design, the adaptive 161 evolution of evolvability is made impossible, while still allowing enhanced evolvability to arise 162 as a byproduct of other evolutionary dynamics. We achieve this prohibition by using the strong-163 selection weak-mutation assumption (also known as origin-fixation dynamics), in which each 164 mutation either fixes or goes extinct before the next appears, prohibiting multiple simultaneous 165 polymorphisms (Gillespie 1982; McCandlish and Stoltzfus 2014) . 166 Evolution of evolvability-promoting high error rates 167 An ideal system for studying the evolution of evolvability would exhibit clear, preferably 168 binary differentiation between high evolvability and low evolvability states, while still retaining 169 a modicum of biological relevance. To achieve this, we use a model of the co-evolution of 170 cryptic sequences and stop-codon read-through rates, subject to an evolutionary positive 171 feedback loop that yields two distinct outcomes (Rajon and Masel 2011) . The positive feedback 172 loop works as follows. When most cryptic sequences are deleterious, selection favors very low 173 read-through rates to avoid their expression. Because read-through rates are low, cryptic 174 sequences are shielded from selection, and under such weak selective conditions, mutation bias 175 keeps them deleterious (Rajon and Masel 2011) . Conversely, when most cryptic sequences are 176 benign, selection favors high read-through rates to avoid the costs associated with proofreading; 177 this quickly purges any remaining deleterious mutations in cryptic sequences. This positive 178 feedback loop produces two attractors: mostly deleterious cryptic sequences coupled with low 179 read-through rates, and mostly benign cryptic sequences coupled with high read-through rates.
180
Importantly, the two attractors also differ in their evolvability. A population with mostly 181 deleterious cryptic sequences is limited to adaptation through mutations in the non-cryptic, open 182 reading frame of genes. In contrast, populations with mostly benign cryptic sequences have three 183 potential sources of variation: mutations in regular coding sequences, mutational co-option of 184 cryptic sequences through loss of stop-codons, and trans changes in the stop-codon read-through 185 rate ( Figure 2 ). In other words, populations with mostly benign cryptic sequences are more 186 robust to expressing cryptic sequences and therefore have more mutational options, making them 187 more evolvable and better able to adapt to changes in the environment (Rajon and Masel 2011; 188 Rajon and Masel 2013). the stop-codon read-through rate, or through co-option. 196 Attributing increases in evolvability to selection for evolvability is non-trivial. One 197 method is to compare evolutionary outcomes from changing vs. static environments. If changing 198 environments, where the ability to rapidly adapt is at a premium (Eshel 1973) , give rise to 199 enhanced evolvability, it seems plausible that selection for evolvability might be responsible. 
METHODS

214
Genotype fitness 215 To capture the effects of recurrent environmental change on the evolution of cryptic 216 sequences and stop-codon read-though rates, we build on the model of Rajon and Masel (2011) . 217 We focus on the evolution of the stop-codon read-through rate (ρ) and its effect on the 218 expression of many cryptic sequences, each associated with one of L tot genes. To reflect (1) 233 Next, we incorporate the cost of proofreading. Low error rates entail costly proofreading 234 mechanisms that can slow reproduction (Fersht et al. 1982 ). In our model, additive investment in 235 proofreading leads to a geometric decline in the error rate, making the cost of significant 236 additional proofreading negligible at high read-through rates, but very costly as read-through 237 rates approach zero. Using δ =10 −2.5 , a biologically reasonable decrease in growth rate of 0.72% 238 ensues when read-through rates decrease from 10 −2 to 10 −3 (Rajon and Masel 2011): parameter θ determines the value of ρ at which fitness is zero; here we set θ=0.5. The remaining 245 parameter, , determines the rate at which fitness increases as ρ decreases. Here we use =20 to 246 produce a function that is effectively neutral (i.e. sN << 1) when ρ <⅓ for population sizes 247 between 10 3 and 10 6 . (4)
where σ tr 2 = 4. The overall fitness of genotype i is then a product of the four fitness components:
Selection and drift 265 We used a single-deme origin-fixation (strong-selection weak-mutation) process value α k is thus -α k /50. Because we are using an origin-fixation process in which we allow for 290 only one polymorphism at a time, the overall mutation rate µ has no effect. and therefore should experience more mutations between environmental changes. By ignoring 299 this effect, we effectively assume that enough mutations occur between environmental changes 300 that any possibly fitness gains are saturated even in small populations.
301
To reflect findings that cryptic sequences seem to be maladaptive in new environments as 302 often they are adaptive ( 311 We simulated evolution using a single-deme, strong-selection weak-mutation model.
312
When a mutation arises, it is either fixed or lost immediately, with outcome probabilities Stop codon read-through rate (ρ)
10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 0 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 0 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 0 10 -1 fixed, which we refer to below as a "fixed L del simulation". We ran three independent fixed L del 391 simulations for a sample of L del values between zero and the equilibrium expected by mutation 392 bias (L del = 400, 375, 350…0). By preventing the evolution of deleterious cryptic sequences, we 393 isolated the effect of environmental change on read-through rates ( Fig. 5 A-B) . 
Static environment
Changing environment Net effect of benign cryptic sequences simulation, we recorded the overall distribution of ρ (Fig. 6) , the frequency of transitioning to a 395 high ρ state (ρ > 10 -2.5 ) and a time series of ρ while in a high ρ state. Frequency of log 10 (ρ) 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 0 0
Static environment Changing environment
Stop codon read-through rate (ρ)
Stop codon read-through rate (ρ) 10 -2 0 10 -1.5 10 -1 mode arises at high read-through rates (ρ ~10 -1.2 ), the frequency of which increases as L del 425 decreases.
426
Furthermore, by examining the timecourse of ρ, we see that the error rate under 
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We found that in a changing environment, capacitance-like behavior (fluctuating error rates 503 that purge deleterious cryptic variation) emerges without the benefit of a widget to toggle Capacitance hinges on a breakdown in robustness exposing cryptic variants to selection, and 534 then a restoration of robustness making most variants cryptic again, except for those that have 535 been co-opted through mutation or genetically assimilated through recombination. Therefore, a 536 key aspect of capacitance is that it must be possible to switch robustness on and off in a 
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In our simulations, we made the permissive assumption of mutational symmetry in the 577 evolution of ρ. In reality, it is much harder to lower error rates than to raise them. Adding a 578 mutation bias toward higher error rates would cause organisms to spend longer in the high error 579 rate state, and thus more rapidly purge deleterious cryptic sequences. Conversely, if a widget 580 allows an organism to rapidly return to a low error rate state, deleterious cryptic sequences may 581 be able to persist despite evolutionary capacitance. Note that previous work has shown that a 
